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From: Peter Conn
To: Community Development PC Secretary
Subject: Police Station, Agenda Item iii. Environmental Hearing 5-2-2022
Date: Monday, May 30, 2022 8:54:46 PM

EXTERNAL

RE: iii. Environmental Hearing: Please deny the so called “mitigated" Negative Declaration of the EIR for
the behemoth police station in the Eastside Latino neighborhood.
Changing the address from 119 E. Cota St. to 601 Santa Barbara St. does not change anything except
the address.

Dear Planning Commission,

The Police Station can not possibly have a “mitigated" Negative Declaration for the EIR. Trees are
destroyed; basements are dug in an area prone to flooding; acres of dirt are moved to some other
location via thousands of dump truck trips; salt water intrusion might occur. Who knows what the water
table is like during winter rains. Who knows the effect of all this digging on the water well monitoring
station across the street (Cota) at Plaza Vera Cruz. Then there is the excessive height, views taken,
location, community impact of all sorts and actual need.

Please deny the Police Station at the Cota St. location. Size, bulk, scale, displayed architectural attitude
of “We are all powerful” is wrong for any society and certainly has never been that for Santa Barbara so
why start now AFTER the George Floyd Black Lives Matter movement that began to sensitize everyone
about how many police profile supposed crime perpetrators by skin color. And now you are
unnecessarily putting a gigantic police edifice in the neighborhood of people of color.

Cota St. is the WRONG location. It is in the middle of the Latino community. How insensitive is that????!

There is a huge environmental impact by this construction project. A Negative Declaration for an EIR is
not possible. What is going on??? These gigantic square box excessively tall buildings with basement
can not possibly have a Negative Declaration on an EIR, mitigated or not. It is impossible. Why?
Massive amounts of dirt will be excavated and moved to some location. Where? How? How much?
There will be massive impacts of trucks, dust, perhaps even salt water intrusion. What is the effect?
What is the environmental impact? The location is surrounded by flood plain. The Vera Cruz Park
potable well water monitoring station is right HERE, across the street on Cota St. That alone ought to
cause the need for an EIR. What is going on???????? Mature trees are being bulldozed. That must be a
NO NO in this day and age of climate change. These trees sequester huge amounts of carbon and they
cool the city. This giant police station design that covers the entire block with virtually no landscaping
contributes so negatively to climate change and so negatively to people’s physical and mental health it is
an embarrassment that our city planners and leaders would even think that all this impact does not
require an EIR. What is going on??????

The current Figueroa St. location is absolutely perfect for a police station that projects a humane and just
spirit. It is hidden away. The Figueroa St. building is actually welcoming looking. It is close to the courts,
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within true walking distance. It is above the flood plain so first responders will be unhampered by flooded
streets surrounding their digs. Figure out how to build here. Figure out how to build a friendly looking
police station. Build next to the current building. Find parking in a City lot for the vehicles if needed. No
harm done if a City Lot is off limits for a year while a new police station is being built. After all the City
plans to discontinue the Cota St. commuter lot, even two commuter lots if you include the Carrillo one for
housing. Which all begs the question. Has this police station moving plan really been thought out well? I
THINK NOT! It seems to be knee jerk, an easy solution - flat City owned land, build to the limit, needed
or not. Don’t think about size or location or impression on people who might need to go there. Sensitivity
to the Latino community and neighborhood aesthetics don’t matter. Is this institutional racism? It feels
that way to me, a white female.

Please stop this fiasco now before more money is spent. Think about what you really need and design a
beautiful , inviting police station not an “in-you-face" giant box that oozes contempt for society.

The current Figueroa St. Police Station is a beautiful building. If it needs to be taken apart because of
asbestus, earthquake or whatever then let’s redo what we have and use this spot. 

Think, think think. Don’t just react to the need. Think what kind of need and where and how large. Should
we have substations so police get to know real people in real communities?

This imposing palace to authority is just plain WRONG. "Peace Officers" indeed. This Cota St. edifice is
a statement of authoritarian power. There is nothing comforting or friendly or peace officer or
“neighborhood” policing about it.

It is same ole, same ole, wrong attitude about and treatment of people.

Please say NO to this Police Station design in this location. Please ask the City to start over with a
kinder, more compassionate, more up-to-date attitude for the buildings, needs, design and location. This
proposal is all wrong. 

Please cut our losses in treasure, sensitivity towards our majority minority community, and the
architectural attitude that displays excessive power in a community that does not need this.
This is the wrong building in the wrong place.

I believe the last City Council was too anxious to get something done now. Many people  in the
community communicated with Mr. Hess about how wrong this decision was but it fell on deaf ears. Of
course this wrong decision caused the domino effect by the powers-that-be at the time deciding that the
displaced Farmer’s Market could go to De La Guerra Plaza. This in turn started the terrible and
expensive decision to “redo” the Plaza into another heat island by taking up the lawn and expanding
hardscape. The rightfully independent Farmers Market took their vegetables to Carrillo St, so the DLG
Plaza makeover has also become a colossal waste of time and money.

Please reject this police station plan and location. Deny the “mitigated" Negative EIR Declaration. 
Demand a total EIR or better yet just deny the whole project.

Ask that the City reconsider their options and go back to the drawing boards.

Thank you.



Sincerely,

Paulina Conn
805 682-5183
I grew up on the Westside, went to City schools and have lived in the area 60+ years. 




